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Natsume Sōseki’s work is a deep pool of multiply ramifying literary, philosophical, and 
intellectual currents. Writing not long after his death, in 1928, and in the England where 
Sōseki had studied, the literary theorist I. A. Richards wrote: 
 
 
We pass as a rule from a chaotic to a better organized state by ways which we 
know nothing about. Typically through the influence of other minds. Literature 
and the arts are the chief means by which these influences are diffused.…free, 
varied, and unwasteful life depend on them in a numerous society.i 
 
 
For Sōseki, the novel is a tool--an artifact, a technical prosthetic, for extending minds and 
distributing cognition. But what exactly is he extending and distributing? 
 
We asked this question this past spring when we gathered scholars from three continents 
at the University of Michigan in Ann Arbor for “Sōseki’s Diversity,” a conference 
marking the 100th anniversary of the first installment in the Asahi of Sōseki’s Kokoro on 
April 20, 1914. Over three days, the participants heard 34 papers on topics ranging from 
  
Sōseki’s kanshi and the books in his library, to filmic adaptations of Kokoro in both 
anime and film, to comparisons of his work with that of Gertrude Stein, Lu Xun, and the 
Brazilian novelist Machado de Assis. There was an entire panel on Kusamakura, one on 
Sōseki and Asia, another on Sōseki and women, and papers on humor, Darwin, and the 
diverse narrative strategies he employed in his novels.ii  On Saturday evening, after a long 
day of talks, Tawada Yōko delivered a keynote address in which she took us on a 
delightful, punning tour of images of stones and water scattered in the most unexpected 
places throughout Soseki’s works.  
 
As far as we know, “Sōseki’s Diversity” was the largest conference on a single Japanese 
author ever held outside of Japan; it was also the first to be devoted to Sōseki, as 
surprising as that seems. Surprising because when we broached the idea of the conference 
to scholars and students who work on Japanese literature outside of Japan many 
responded initially with sighs of exhaustion: “What, Sōseki again?” only to catch 
themselves when it was pointed out that this would indeed be the first conference about 
him, and that there has in fact not been an enormous amount of writing about him in 
languages other than Japanese (far less than about the more glamorous writers Mishima 
and Kawabata and Haruki, for example). This pervasive sense of déjà vu at the mention 
of a conference about him is a measure of the deep permeation of the figure of Sōseki 
into the field’s unconscious. For those of us who teach and write about Japanese literature 
outside of Japan, Sōseki seems to be everywhere, the air we breathe; and yet we have 
kept him at a distance. 
 
  
Why, is a bit of a mystery. It can’t be because of the philological challenges of his prose, 
which in its diction and syntax (though not in its deeper structures and meanings), is 
hardly challenging. It can’t be because he is not a writer whose complexity can stand up 
to Talmudic interpretations of every sort. It could be that his staggering complexity as a 
writer of literature has been terribly—almost fatally—undercut by decades of writing of 
him as standing for the Meiji man in crisis, and of his literature as offering both clear 
diagnoses of and possible cures to the lonely, alienating condition of the first generation 
of the modern Japanese middle class. If this understanding of Sōseki’s work stands, then 
there is little left for us to say, because hundreds of Japanese critics have said it already. 
And indeed, writing about Sōseki has been an industry in Japan. For scholars outside it, 
the sheer volume has had the effect of stopping one in one’s tracks. So it is easy (and 
understandable) to say that enough has been said about Sōseki (even if we were not the 
ones to say it) and to assume it is time for us to move on to other authors.  
 
But if all of these reasons have to do with Sōseki’s value as part of the canon, which is to 
say his “greatness,” it is perhaps enabling for all of us, both outside and inside of Japan, 
to remember how his greatness registers on finer scales as well. If that towering emblem 
of Meiji modernity is the “big” Sōseki we thought we knew (“What, Sōseki again?,”) the 
participants at our conference seemed drawn to a more diminutive figure--a more writerly 
Sōseki who kept slipping from our grasp, multiplying into a crowd of  “little Sōseki’s”  to 
remind us how much of him there still is to know. 
 
  
These little Sōseki’s were perhaps more visible from our vantage point in Michigan. If 
Sōseki is a canonical author inside Japan, one whose greatness threatens to drown out 
other voices, outside Japan he remains scandalously under-read. Of course one purpose of 
the conference was to inspire specialists like ourselves in our efforts to get for Sōseki the 
global status his work deserves. But we were also conscious that this “unevenness” of 
Sōseki’s reputation (知名度), this co-existence of a big Sōseki inside Japan and a 
scattering of little ones outside it, is not just a problem to be solved by our gallant efforts 
at promotion, or by more sales of his books. Seen another way, Sōseki’s double status 
today as at once a major and a minor writer is perfectly befitting for an author whose 
work questioned the very notion of a hierarchy among authors, who asked what it was 
that made some writers big and others little. This double status is thus part and parcel of 
the particular interest his work affords as a global writer. Just as in Sōseki’s novels we 
are often not quite sure who the “main” characters are and who the minor, Sōseki’s 
stature as an author flickers intriguingly between great and small.iii  And this, perhaps, is 
as it should be. It was Sōseki, after all, who had the temerity to argue that even 
Shakespeare might one day be forgotten.iv 
 
At the same time, if Sōseki is a great writer, one deserving of global status (as we believe 
he is), he owes that status both to his rootedness in his own time and place, and to his 
belonging to a world community of writers whose imaginations were formed by 
capacious reading that knew no boundaries. We can almost say that Sōseki only 
incidentally wrote in Japanese; that was his fate; and through that local idiom he wrote in 
  
a cosmopolitan tongue. Sōseki, then, was both global and local, “great” and “small” at 
once. This is one meaning behind our conference title, “Sōseki’s Diversity.”  
 
As the readers of this journal may recognize, the title is also borrowed from an essay by 
Karatani Kōjin. For Karatani, “Sōseki’s diversity” refers to the extraordinary variety of 
styles in which he wrote.  Karatani saw this diversity not just as the product of Sōseki’s 
technical facility or literary talents（多芸であるとか文才があるとか）, nor as the 
result of a process of development over the course of his short career. Rather, he saw its 
source in Sōseki’s writerly nature—his attunement to écriture of all kinds, nurtured by 
his historical position as a writer of bun, which “contained all of these possibilities” like a 
matrix [母体].v  
 
Being partisans of this reading of Sōseki’s genius, we chose the title as a nod to Karatani, 
but also because when we translated it back into English, we arrived at "Sōseki’s 
Diversity,” a title we thought would cast a wide net for submissions by emphasizing that 
Sōseki’s work could both withstand and enable a multiplicity of reading strategies. We 
also wanted to signal how Sōseki’s work brilliantly engaged with and described a 
diversity of difficult and even painful kinds of differences and distinctions: between men 
and women, workers and intellectuals, the colonized and the colonizer, even English and 
Chinese literature.  
 
It was only after we had decided on this as a title for the conference that it dawned on us 
that the word “diversity” in English has come to be something of a cliché of political 
  
thought and social policy (the same thing is true, we think, of the Japanese-English word 
ダイバシティー ). Sōseki was above all a fighter against clichés, working through his 
inherited language to create one that was fresh and unencumbered by literary forms and 
meanings that had become calcified.  We are happy then, to bring the title back into 
Japanese here; 多様性, we hope, retains a sense of a quality at the very heart of his work: 
the honest, clarifying depiction and analysis of difference and multiplicity. 
 
Finally, there may be another very different reason for our having kept Sōseki at bay, and 
one that may also keep him knocking at our door. Over three days of lively conversations 
in Michigan, we confirmed that for all the excellent Japanese scholarship that has been 
done on Sōseki, and for all the surface clarity of his work, it is still (thrillingly) hard to 
read. From beneath the veneer of pellucid prose and programmatic statement there has 
seeped into the minds of many readers certain mysteries that feel hard to unravel. Why, 
for example, does Kokoro end before it seems to be finished? What did Sensei pass on to 
his student? Does Sōseki embody the “spirit of Meiji” or is he its most trenchant critic?  
 
The ability of his work to pose questions like these is of course is what accounts for its 
greatness as literature, and what keeps all of us writing about him still.  
Sōseki’s “diversity” thus refers finally to the fact that his works—like all great classics—
can be read with intelligence and insight on many mutually contradictory levels. They 
repay close readings on the most microscopic level—from the minutiae of his style 
(Tawada Yoko discussed his idiosyncratic ways of using ateji) to the darkest recesses of 
his character’s psyches.  As Sōseki’s narrator has it at one point in Light and Dark, 
  
talking about the protagonist Tsuda’s past, もう一皮剥いて奥へ入ると、底にはまだ
底があった。 Or, in John Nathan’s new translation, “Deeper inside, layers below, there 
was a bottom beneath the bottom.”  That line sums up our own experience of reading 
Sōseki over the years. We never seem to reach the bottom, so we keep plunging down 
toward it. He keeps us happily spinning on a hermeneutical loop: the smarter and wiser 
and better-read we get, the more we come to see in him. 
 
*** 
 
Sōseki criticism has been written by an astonishing range of people, from Eto Jun to 
Karatani Kojin, from Tanizaki Jun’ichiro to Lu Xun, from Hashimoto Osamu to 
Yoshimoto Ryumei, and from Ooka Shohei to Murakami Haruki. Of course not everyone 
likes Sōseki, but almost everyone writes about him, and they have been doing so for a 
hundred years now. To read through the reception history of any given Sōseki novel is to 
read a condensed version of the last hundred years of Japanese literary and cultural 
history.  We hope here to make a humble contribution to that enterprise. 
 
We are honored to have the opportunity to present a sampling of the papers presented at 
the conference in Japanese for the readers of Bungaku. It was not easy to choose among 
the dozens of innovative papers that were presented. Needing a criterion for selection, we 
chose “diversity,” so the four papers included here represent work across generations. 
Their authors include a graduate student, a scholar at the beginnings of her career, a 
senior scholar, and an eminent translator and critic. They also bring a diverse range of 
  
methodologies to bear on Sōseki’s work, including feminist and postcolonial theory, 
affect theory and Marxist critique, attentive close reading and original archival research.  
 
 
In his opening essay, an edited transcript of his keynote address, John Nathan, whose 
timeless translations of Mishima and Oe have been read by thousands of English-
language readers, and who has recently completed a new translation of Meian, tries to 
understand Sōseki as a Jamesian writer, and as Japan’s best—and first—modern novelist. 
Nathan discovers uncanny similarities between Onobu and Isabel Archer, James's heroine 
in Portrait of a Lady. He then poses without answering a question that he argues is key to 
understanding Soseki's greatness : Did Soseki, whose works exhibit a "deep vein of 
misogyny embedded in a more generalized disillusionment with humanity" actually care 
about his female characters?  And if he did, where can we see evidence of this in his 
narrator's treatment of Onobu, his most fully-fleshed female heroine? Nathan is 
refreshingly unapologetic about his evaluative stance. His Sōseki is a “great” Sōseki [彼
の漱石は偉大な漱石である]; the critic’s task is to say what makes him so. And as with 
all great literary critics, Nathan’s opinions are passionately held and his insights are 
deeply intuitive but grounded in capacious and subtle readings of a world of literary texts.  
 
Sayumi Takahashi Harb answers Nathan's question about Sōseki and women by queering 
it.  Exploring the crucial role of cross-gender identification in Sōseki's otherwise 
seemingly male-centric work, Takahashi argues that the key to unlocking the novel 
Sanshirō   lies in its treatment of the seventeenth-century writer Aphra Behn. Harb 
  
reminds us that Behn, whom Hirota-sensei calls “the first professional woman writer,” 
makes a number of appearances in the novel. That Behn made such an impression on 
Sōseki fully two decades before her revival in England at the hands of Virginia Woolf 
and Vita Sackville West says something extraordinary about Sōseki’s prescient tastes and 
undoes Takeuchi Yoshimi’s famous complaint that Sōseki read only canonical Western 
writers out of an uncritical identification with European power. Indeed, Harb suggests 
that Behn’s most famous novel--the story of an African prince sold into slavery—so 
preoccupied Sōseki because the novel itself and the fate of its female author spoke to him 
of his own fraught position at the center of one empire and the edge of another. Finally, if 
Meian, for Nathan, is a “major” novel on par with the work of Henry James, Sanshirō 
emerges in Harb’s reading as exemplary of “minor” literature as Deleuze and Guattari 
defined it, helping us to imagine a not yet realized community to come.vi 
 
Brian Hurley takes us outside of Sōseki’s texts themselves to show how his work was 
built into an institution in itself, what Tosaka Jun, the great literary reader of ideology, 
called “Sōsekian culture [漱石文化].” Reading Sōseki through Tosaka, Hurley reminds 
us that Sōseki’s work was not innocent of doing ideological work; at the same time, he 
shows us how one powerfully discerning critic could undo that edifice by revealing its 
mechanisms. In the process, yet another “big” Sōseki is cut down to size. The true 
revelation of the essay is Hurley’s exploration of the political afterlife of Kokoro. 
Through Kokoro’s first translator, Edwin McClellan, Sōseki turns out to have played a 
small part in the birth of American conservatism. McClellan’s translation was for many 
English-language scholars the first introduction to Sōseki and Japanese literature, the 
  
inescapable lure into a lifetime of reading Japanese literature. We anglophone readers 
too, it seems, have played our part in Sōseki bunka. 
 
Finally, Reiko Abe Auestad takes a close look at the affective landscape of Sōseki’s 
fiction as a way of undoing the looming figure of Sōseki as an exemplary moralist 
promoted by  “Sōseki bunka.” Reading Kokoro alongside the earlier Higan-sugi made, 
Auestad shows how the subjectivity of characters in both novels is destabilized by 
negative emotions such as envy and paranoia. While in Higan-Sugi these feelings remain 
on the level of minor irritants without major narrative or ethical consequences, in Kokoro 
they are exploded, partly through “bad luck,” into tragedy. But what, Auestad asks, if 
Sensei’s luck had not been so bad?  Does his behavior toward K indicate something 
fundamental about his character and about human nature in general (his “selfishness” and 
“egoism”) or are these meanings only ascribed to his actions afterwards, both by Sensei 
himself and by generations of critics?  Auestad offers a truly fresh reading of Kokoro, 
using Higan as a guide, not for the morality it seems to preach, but for what it tells us 
about how affect colors our subjectivity and compromises our agency. 
 
These four essays offer a snapshot of a wide diversity of attachments to Sōseki and his 
work. We hope that they might not only offer new directions in Sōseki scholarship, but 
also signal a new awareness of how Sōseki’s work extends our minds, while helping to 
replace that sense of déjà vu (“What, Sōseki again?”) with a clearer vision of the 
difference he continues to make.  
  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
i I. A. Richards, “A Psychological Theory of Value.” Principles of Literary Criticism. 
London: Routledge Literary Classics, 2001. 39-51. 51. 
ii For a complete listing of paper titles and abstracts, see 
http://www.lsa.umich.edu/asian/events/Sōsekisdiversity 
iii Thanks to Kristin Sivak, whose fascinating paper, “Device or Character? Sōseki’s 
Servants and Narrative Construction,” delivered at the conference made us aware of this 
connection.   
iv For a superb account, in English, of Sōseki’s critical view of Shakespeare, see Todd 
Andrew Borlick, “Reading Hamlet Upside Down: The Shakespeare Criticism of Natsume 
Sōseki” Shakespeare 9:4 (2013). 383-403. 
v 「多分、「文」から漱石の小説が生まれ、多種多様な作品が生まれて来たので
す。。。。「文」はあらゆる可能性を含む『零度』としてあったとええます。と
いうジャンル Karatani Kōjin, “Sōseki no tayōsei” Ishihara Chiaki, ed. Kokoro wo dō 
yomu ka? Kawade shobō: 2014.  82-92. 83. (Originally published in Karatani Kōjin, 
Zōho: Sōseki-ron shūsei. Heibonsha Raiburarii, 2001. ) 
vi We owe this productive connection of Harb’s reading of Sanshirō with Deleuze and 
Gauttari’s notion of “minor literature” to Margherita Long, who commented on Harb’s 
panel at the conference, on a panel titled “Women in the Middle.” See Gilles Deleuze and 
Félix Gauttari, “What is a Minor Literature?” Mississippi Review 11: 3 (Winter/Spring 
1983). 13-33.  
